EDITOR
OFFERING EXCLUSIVE NEWS OF THE
MUSIC INDUSTRY, DIGITAL MUSIC
MAGAZINE IS INCREDIBLY GOOD AND
ENTERTAINING
The Internet has changed the world of entertainment
and the music industry has been significantly affected
by this new method of gaining popularity. Those who
are surfing the internet endlessly to find interesting new
details about the latest happenings in the industry can
easily subscribe to a reputed online music magazine.
Daily Music Roll which is an esteemed music magazine
has recently launched its updated version, Digital Music
Magazine that publishes artist reviews, music blogs,
artist interviews, and all other details related to
adhering to the music industry. Music lovers can now
download the music magazine free of cost. All they
have to do is download the DMR magazine and submit
their email id. A one-time OTP will be sent to the
respective email id and the user can henceforward get
access to unlimited music gossips.

The power of a music magazine in a marketplace
where an almost unlimited number of voices is waiting
to be heard is very much significant. Whether you’re
trying to discover new music or get your music
exposed on the global stage, music magazines have
got thousands of readers and subscribers that help
your music make an impact. The authentic online
platform offers genuine information about the latest
and also upcoming artists in the block. Getting music
heard by the right audience is significantly hard. You
hear so many new artists complaining about not
receiving the deserved exposure. This website is a onestop solution for all the budding talents wherein they
can easily gain the spotlight and receive promotion
from the club hoppers, producers, record label owners,
rappers, and other singers. The magazine presents
artist reviews with a more appealing vocabulary and
stylistic fluency that further promotes the music to a
larger audience.
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Nicki Minaj gets dolled
up in a risky orange
and pink body-hugging
jump-suit

Aside from her sharp glazed rap

style, rapper Nicki Minaj has
always been under the limelight for
her eccentric dressing style which
is much talked about.
When it comes to fashion, she
maintains a quirky quotient and
makes a statement every time she
steps out.
It was just a day back when the
‘Chun-Li’ artist posted some fresh
looks from the oven. She owned
Instagram with her latest pictures.
In the photos, Nicki was seen
wearing a white jumpsuit that was
designed with a pink tie-dyed
pattern all over. The body-hugging
jumpsuit was printed with an
orange wavy design all over.
It was an unusual combination and
without fail, Nicki Minaj

rocked the look. The jumpsuit was
designed with little bow ties in its lower
half that accentuated the look. The
jumpsuit looked eccentric on the diva
and had a cutout at the backand the
belly area in speci c that not just
looked stunning but also showed off
Nicki’s perfect hourglass gure.
Nick Minaj teamed the whole look with
blue stiletto heels with straps, a pink
watch, pink earrings, and her iconic
pink wig. She complemented the entire
look with a classy pink Chanel handbag
that re ected her style and quirkiness.
Nicki topped up the doll look with pink
dewy makeup and stylishly aunted her
arm tattoo.
Her latest out t is surely the perfect
example of color-blocking!
Nicki Minaj’s style and fashion sense are
certainly not for the faint-hearted.

She is not just dramatic in her
choices but has consistently
proved herself as the queen of
bold, dynamic, and outrageous
personality with her fashion
moments!
When speaking of Nicki’s out ts,
trust that the rap diva would step
outin the riskiest and most stylish
out ts to make heads turn and this
time it’s no different.
In the work front, Nicki Minaj’s
latest mix-tape titled ‘Beam Me
Scotty’ has arrived at the Number 2
position on the Billboard 200.
Coming from her mix-tape, the
song ‘Seeing Green’ that features
Lil Wayne and Drake has ranked at
Number 12 in this week’s Billboard
Hot 100.
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in his latest album, Delegates Vol. 2. It features 13
astonishing rhythmic creations. He has poured his
heart out to create the exceptional melodic
arrangement of the song. Its instrumental resonance
lingers in the mind long after you listen to it.
The captivating melodic ow of the track is created by
remarkable chord structures and progressive
arrangements, armed with his hard-earned thematic
knowledge. He has managed to incorporate the best
elements from the genre in his newly released single.
He has developed an amazing technique that gives an
unparalleled edge to the composition. The
reverberated instrumental backdrop provides a
soothing reverie for the listeners. Here they can escape
from their dull reality. His raw thoughts and feelings
nd a shape through the creative arrangement of the
brilliant instrumentation. His power-packed
performance lls the hearts of the listeners with much
delight.

Chuui’s latest
instrumental
soundtrack, ‘All’ Or
Nothin’ has an
incredibly soothing
effect on the listeners
Supremely talented musician Chuui casts a spell of
thematic tranquillity over the audience with the
rhythm eloquence of his newly released single, ‘All’
Or Nothin’.
The world is music is swiftly evolving adopting
newer elements and resonance that give birth to an
incredibly universal sonic pattern. Inspired by the
changing scheme of contemporary music, aspiring
artist Lorenzo Holmes Jr, better known as Chuui, is
experimenting with never-before-seen rhythms in
his soundscape. He has dropped another
masterpiece, ‘All’ Or Nothin’ on major streaming
platforms pleasing his audience. The track appears

The multi-talented musician has always been
interested in music from his young age. As time passed
he became more inclined to hip hop and EDM from his
younger days. He mixes hip hop, lo- , and electro beats
with a hint of retro melodic elements in his
compositions. He has become quite popular in the
contemporary hip-hop lo- community with his
versatile collection. He hopes to uplifts the spirits of
the audience with his exuberant and positive melodic
vibe. His creations are highly entertaining and uplift
the spirit of the audience through their therapeutic
resonance.
Driven by his passion to create something new and
unique, Chuui explores through the planes of different
musical forms. He has given birth to a sensational
soundscape that is unparalleled and inimitable. His
newly released masterpiece, ‘All’ Or Nothin’ from this
hit album Delegates Vol. 2 offers the audience a taste
of his incredible creativity and musical understandings.
With hard work and dedication, he has been able to
create an inspirational rhythmic ow, satisfying his
fans. His music is widely popular and available on
major streaming platforms such as Apple Music,
Spotify, SoundCloud, YouTube, and more. Follow him
on Facebook and Instagram to stay updated about his
upcoming works.
Song link - https://chuui.bandcamp.com/track/all-ornothin-2
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Artist Interview
As a producer, do you nd it hard to distribute
Listen to the Inspiring Q.
your music across collaborators?
Track 'See In Color' by Ans: No, not really. A key component to collaboration
communication and networking and with social
Producer Shradan in ismedia
today it has become easier than before to nd
and reach out to artists. Most people if they have the
Collaboration with
availability would be glad to collaborate if you are
presenting a project that’s interesting, of good quality,
Pop Artist CannB
and is in harmony with their niche.

Q. Do you think blending multiple genres opens
more gates to opportunities?

Ans: Absolutely! Blending genres together with good
taste can result in new exciting sounds. Sometimes
these can even happen by accident.

Q.

You have recently produced a pop song. What
according to you is the best genre to use electronic
modulations?
Ans: As a Pop/EDM producer, I think a good story and a
signature sound, play an important role.

Q. How important do you think are live

performances or gigs are in the growth of an artistís
career?

D

Ans: Extremely! Live performances play an important
role in showcasing our skills, talents, and art. Besides
having fun and expressing ourselves and making
money, live shows are a means of promoting our music.
When I play in front of an audience, I get to know if my
song is doing something to the audience or not. If it
does not do anything, then I go back to the studio and
work on it, until it is right.
J Shradan wears his production gloves for the

song, ‘See In Color’ written and sung by pop artist,
CannB. From its thematic to its creative de nitions, the
song captures the true purpose of electronic music in
pop. The song is inspired by the global crisis of last
year and motivates everyone with its creative
optimism.

Q.

You are a DJ and a producer. How far do you
think electronic music can exist on its own without the
intervention of other genres?
Ans: I think Dance music has always been there and
will never diminish. It will only grow and the
intervention of styles of music, only makes the dance
music scene bigger and better.
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Artist Interview

Shradan - See In Color (O cial Lyric Video).

Watch later

Share

Watch on

Q. Which contemporary artists inspire you the most?
Ans: I grew up listening to Tiesto and he is still my inspiration and always will be.

Q. With time and age, we have come to see the use of electronic music everywhere. Why do you think the
audience is shifting to an electronically-enriched soundscape?

Ans: Most artists from different genres have started collaborating with Edm artists to express their feelings and
share their stories with people. I think the reason why there is a sudden shift into EDM is that it is accepted
globally in all age groups.

Q. Is there a particular genre that you like to work with?
Ans: I would like to work with a hip-hop artist once I feel I have enough knowledge and I am ready for it.

Q. What is the trend of new and upcoming musicians who looking to make a name in the electronic arena?
Ans: I see a lot of new talent trying their hands-on social media for e.g. Tik Tok and Instagram
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Bebe
Rexha has
expanded
about her
'Fluid'
sexuality
and also
teased
about a
tryst with a
celebrity

B

ebe Rexha, the very popular
pop star has revealed previously
the fact that she very much
considers her very own sexuality
to be ‘ uid’. She was speaking
with Gay times for a new
interview as she had expanded on
her regarding this and it has been
published on Wednesday.
Rexha also went on to say that it
is like a scale and this is what she
believes about her sexuality. She
has also said that previously she
had gone out with other girls.
She also admitted the fact that
she had dated girls. She also
mentioned that they were famous
and she is not going to

name them. She is not going to
divulge the names, although
people will be very eager to
know about it.

She feels that people put
everybody into boxes and she does
not like that at all and that can be
understood through her songs.

She went on to say that she
considers herself to be uid
when she has been asked last
year that she has still not
de ned her sexuality.

On 7th May, her latest album,
‘Better Mistakes’ is going to be
released and it has been a long
time that she is embracing fans
and LGBTQ. In February, she
announced her track ‘Sacri ce’,
and on Twitter, she wrote that
through this track, she is going to
give the gays what they want.

Rexha told Health she cannot
say anything until she nds the
perfect match for her. She is
looking for someone who is
going to love her and she will
reciprocate through love. She is
not thinking about whether that
person is a girl or a boy.
She went on to say that her
getting attracted to someone is
based on once she is inspired by
anyone at a given time.
She further added that there are
a lot of emotions attached when
she is in a relationship with any
girl. She also said that she
cannot deal with the power.
She very well knows for a fact
that people generally label
themselves as ‘bisexual’, ‘gay’,
and ‘straight, and she has
understood her romantic
preferences through her
journey.

Rexha got the inspiration for the
song from stylist and best friend
Wilford Lenov, who happens to be
gay and she has been welcomed
with great excitement from
LGBTQ+fans.
Rexha said that she is surprised to
see that her music has comforted
her queer fans.
She did not felt that her music can
provide strength to people.
Follow her on Social Media:
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
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Giorgio Leone IT plays with
open-ended abstraction on this
techno ambient record ‘My
Love For You - Original Mix

The Italian DJ and music

producer Giorgio Leone confounds
the wide audience with the uidity
of his retrospective techno grooves
in ‘My Love For You - Original Mix’.
The extremely versatile Italian
music composer Giorgio Leone has
created different magic with techno
beats. He owns the starry nights
because people come to dance on
his jovial beats in the most famous
clubhouses at night. He has evolved
the music trends with its
correspondence to night scenes in
some of the biggest cities in the
world. He is the best international
DJ who has a contagious fan base on
Spotify. His in-demand grooves and
at techno beats have made a

place in music charts with the
beati c single ‘My Love For You Original Mix’. It is wired with
highbrow dance beats that get
interlaced with deep techno
hooks. He molds the track with
lyrical greatness and wraps it
around the nonstop ow of
delirious techno beats.
The positive drops and savvy
vocal tunes create a re ection of
himself and evoke the memories
of traveling all around the world
like a bizarre wanderer.
The iconic DJ Giorgio Leone soon
moved to Taiwan to ourish his
career eventually. The night
crowd in the city was insane. He
found a new zeal to please these

nocturnal souls with his alienated
techno waves. He started getting
well-acquainted in the musical
society and his exposure broaden
when he met other moguls in the
EDM industry.
He slowly turned him into a master
of music production and the fans
started to rave over his eclectic
music. ‘My Love For You - Original
Mix’ is the latest release added to
his Spotify discography. The song
was released on April 19 on Spotify
under a playlist. The danceable
hooks and synth-soaked keys lead
you to an unknown world. Its zzy
beats and hypnotic bass work are
intertwined with the savvy sound
design.
His creative aesthetic in music
allows him to pour emotions
interlaced with intimate techno
rhythms. He became a renowned
DJ within a few years since he
started his journey in Taiwan. His
zeal to make a promising identity
pushed him to compose strange
and beautiful EDM tracks drenched
in drippy techno beats. With EP
Resistance and EP Chronicles, he
has invented balanced harmonies
with outpouring emotions and
intense energy.
He has been a proli c music gure
in the club music industry for over
a decade. The smooth waves of
hypnotic techno and house drops
cleverly drive it with a clear
identity and creative freedom. He
is also the founder of "Our Muzik",
a group that organizes
underground and rave parties.
Get all the latest updates related to
his music production on Spotify.
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Nick Jonas revealed which brother he can rely on
upon a broken rib

T

he Jonas Brothers’ icon, Nick
Jonas recently revealed that he fell
off his bike in an accident and
cracked one of his ribs.
He is still recovering from the
broken rib but still happy enough
to joke with his brothers.
The ‘Spaceman’ singer appeared
on the ‘The Late Late Show with
James Corden’ on Wednesday with
his brothers, Kevin Jonas and Joe
Jonas. On the show, the artist
revealed which brother he asked to
help him by calling his wife
Priyanka Chopra about the
accident.
The 28-year old ‘The Voice’ judge
was hospitalized after the bicycling
accident. Both of his

eaturing brothers present there lming
for the ‘Olympic Dreams FJonas
Brothers’.
Nick explained to the host James
Corden about his rushing thoughts
which occurred before the EMT arrived
and as well as the audience.
The artist said, “I was about to be put
on the gurney to get into the
ambulance, and obviously I had to call
Priyanka, my wife, to say this has
happened.”
But the artist could not do it, explaining
“but obviously I wasn't really in a spot
where I could talk to her."

brother, "And I gave it to Kevin."
Kevin replied, "It's kind of telling,"
with a smile while Joe was looking
a little miffed.
Kevin added emotion with sarcasm
explaining, "I was really calm,
collected, I think it has something
to do with being a father, seeing
children fall all the time".
Nick replied to this, "I love how
he's equated my rib breaking and
the whole thing to just me falling."

Nick created a moment of suspense
with humor and said, "So it was a choice
between Joe and Kevin. Who do you
give your phone to call your wife in a
time of crisis?" and pointed to his
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ultimate team of international musicians
bringing their versatile avors to the plate.
The seasoned musicians weave an impressive
rhythmic pattern that is extremely rare and
quite unique in their own way.
The brilliant melodies created by the band
showcase their versatile rhythmic aspects
that are inspired by their diverse cultures and
traditions. Even though all the artists have
their own separate successful musical
careers, they come together aspiring to create
an epic soundscape that has not been
attempted before. In their joint venture has
created a powerful ripple in the
contemporary music industry turning heads
everywhere.

AMERICAN WORLD JAZZ GROUP FIVE TEN
DROPS NEW CD ‘NEW WORLD’, RICH IN
THEMATIC FLAVORS ACROSS THE WORLD
Renowned world jazz group from San Francisco, Five
Ten combines rhythmic patterns from all over the globe in
their recently released instrumental CD ‘NEW WORLD’.
The classical jazz industry has nally found a worthy group of
musicians to represent it. Seasoned and talented world jazz
group from the San Francisco bay-area, Five Ten has
astonished the global jazz community with its charming
melodies. They have recently released their highly anticipated
CD, ‘NEW WORLD’ consisting of 11 original and highly sublime
instrumental tracks.
The songs are full of melodic essence from all around the
world. The Brazilian and Caribbean resonance is the most
prominent and most exclusive aspect of the songs. The CD has
already gained vast appreciation from the music-lovers all
over the world.
The band was established by renowned musicians and
longtime friends who had come together for their shared
passion for music. The team is made of eminent keyboardist
and composer Steve Carter, multi-percussionist and composer
MarqhinhoBrasil, Billy ‘Shoes’ Johnson on drums, Grammynominated steel panist Jeff Narell, Santana and Frankie
Beverly, Maze Alumnus, bassist, composer, and music
producer Dennis Smith. Together they make the

Their music has a distinctly international
avor that exudes a universal sonic charm. It
breaks all the geographical and language
barriers and hits right in the hearts of the
audience. They have inspired their
contemporary artists to widen their thematic
spectrum and experiment with their sound
without a fear.
The San Francisco-based group of
international musicians, Five Ten explores
the realm of diverse rhythmic and
instrumental elements from various genres in
their recently released CD, ‘NEW WORLD’.
Released on major streaming platforms, it has
acquired vast audience engagement in a very
short period.

The incredible fusion of Brazilian and
Caribbean instrumentation with a prominent
hint of urban street grooves has created a
series of genre-defying melodic pieces. The
track ‘Pursuit’ and ‘People Make the World
Go Round’ are the most extraordinary songs
on the CD. Visit their website and follow
them on Spotify, Apple Music, YouTube,
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram for more.
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P

op Icon Bebe Rexha is
celebrating the release of
her latest album ‘Better
Mistakes’ for which the
listeners have been
eagerly waiting for. It is
her sophomore album
that was released after
three years of her maiden
release. The latest album
consists of thirteen
dynamic pop tracks with
some in uences of
alternative rock music. It
is one of the most
anticipated musical
projects by Rexha where
many other artists have
joined forces with her.
The artist has announced
the release of the album in
the middle of April and
the news spread like a
bush re. The artist shared
the album cover on
Instagram and fans went
crazy. Photographer Brian
Ziff has done a great job
and showcased his
creativity through the
trippy, optically illusive
image featuring the artist.
Just like the vibrant cover,
the tracks of the album
are also creating a deeply
impactful impression in
the listeners' minds.
Previously, the release of
the album was postponed
due to the pandemic. The
artist had posted, “As
soon as The world is in a
better place we will
release it all [sic]. We are
just waiting for when the
time feels right. I promise
you it is worth the
wait.” Guess what? She
was right.

BEBE REXHA'S HIGHLY
ANTICIPATED ALBUM
'BETTER MISTAKES' IS
FINALLY OUT NOW!

4.6/5
By Daily Music Roll

The latest album ‘Better Mistakes’ contains a track
named ‘Break My Heart Myself’ where Bebe
collaborated with Travis Barker. Another track called
‘My Dear Love’ has been featured by Ty Dolla $ign
and Trevor Daniel. These singles are one of the
greatest collaboration projects by the artist which
re ects her versatility and dynamic approach. She
has collaborated with Lil Uzi Vert for the track ‘Die
For a Man’. It is quickly followed by the track ‘On
The Go’ which is featured by Pink Sweat$ and Lunay.
Rick Ross has paired up with the artist for the single
‘Amore’. However, the most charming collaboration
project would be ‘Baby, I’m Jealous’ which is
featured by none other than Doja Cat.

Each of the artists has
done a wonderful job in
complementing Rexha’s
proli c musicianship and
amazing vocal skills. The
artist possesses a
naturally raspy vocal tone
that churns out the
melodic essence of pop
music. Injecting warmth
and emotions, each of the
tracks offers a comforting
ambiance with indulgent
subject matters and
nely-calibrated musical
arrangement. Her
charming aura prevails
through the soundscapes
while she stirs the deeper
emotions with her
lyricism.
The latest album is
written with a more
personal approach and
coming out with mental
health issues. With her
over-the-top songwriting
skills, the artist has
churned the poignant side
of life with loneliness,
overthinking, anxiety, and
other mental turmoil. A
single named ‘Sabotage’,
appearing in the latest
album speaks of the deep
dark feelings when people
sabotage things that they
love the most. This single
has been released on 16th
April and Daily Music Roll
has successfully covered
the story. Some of the
other tracks like ‘Trust
Fall’, ‘Sacri ce’, ‘Empty,
and the namesake track
‘Better Mistakes’ etc also
carry that somber essence
that touches listeners’
hearts.
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It is not the rst time for Rexha to create something such emotionally rich pop tracks that showcase her
creativity. Her maiden album ‘Expectations’ has already proven her talent and skill through its fourteen
exquisite pop tracks. Some of the singles like, ‘Shining Star’, ‘I Got You’, ‘2 Souls on Fire’, ’Steady’, etc have
garnered a lot of attention from worldwide listeners. Quavo and Tory Lanez have been featured in this album.
The track ‘I’m a Mess’ is still a musical hit that created a milestone on the artist’s hit list. It rose into the U.S.
Top 40 and received a gold certi cation in the U.S. and Australia. However, Rexha’s collaboration with Florida
Georgia Line for the track ‘Meant to Be’ has garnered her a Grammy nomination.
The track ranked no.2 on Billboard's Hot 100. It spent a record 28 weeks on the top of the Hot Country Songs
chart.Brooklyn-born Bebe Rexha developed her passion for music at a very young age and started performing
in musicals at the age of four years only. Later on, she nurtured her musical skills and honed in songwriting as
well. She is named the Best Teen Songwriter at the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences' annual
Grammy Day event where many other producers and music artists noticed her. Taking her skills even further,
the artist worked with Fall Out Boy’s Pete Wentz. However, she began to proceed with her solo career while
penning indulgent lyrics for other well-renowned artists.
She is written for Selena Gomez for the track ‘Like a Champion’ and also written the track ‘Glowing’ for Nikki
Williams. She also co-wrote the track ‘The Monster’ for Rihanna to complement Eminem. Each of the tracks is
a musical hit, especially ‘The Monster’ which reached number one on the Billboard Hot 100. It provided much
recognition for the artist to proceed with her solo career. Following the success, she released her debut EP,
titled ‘I Don’t Wanna Grow Up’ in May 2015. It consists of two blissful singles namely ‘I Can't Stop Drinking
Without You’ and ‘I'm Gonna Show You Crazy’. Later on, she paired up with rapper G-Eazy for the track ‘Me,
Myself & I,’ which reached the Top Ten on the pop chart in 2016. It was quickly followed by another
collaboration project with DJ Martin Garrix for the hit track, ‘In the Name of Love’. The track climbed the
ladder of Top 30 by the end of the year.
Fast forward to her latest album ‘Better Mistakes’, the artist has risen like a phoenix and came out with her
personal issues. The balance of poignancy and hope engages listeners with a punch of reality and musical craft.
Taking her legacy forward, this album is going to be another musical hit in the industry that recreates the
authentic essence of pop ballads. She is an admirer of Britney Spears and looking forward to venturing into the
pop and alt-rock genre more in the future. Stay tuned for more updates!
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Mounir Majidi. He is also the personal secretary of
Moroccan King Mohammed VI, who handles the
cultural foundation at Mawazine and other events. In
2013, this musical gig was attended by a record number
of around 2.5 million people which makes it the largest
music festival in the world after Donauinselfest in
Vienna. Many well-renowned pop artists such as Demi
Lovato, Enrique Iglesias, Rihanna, Justin Timberlake,
Maroon 5, Bruno Mars, The Weeknd, etc many others
have performed in the show in the last few years. That
also includes legends like, B.B Kind, Elton John,
Whitney Houston, Deep Purple, and many others. DJs
like Avicii, David Guetta, DJ Snake, Hardwell, etc have
complemented audiences’ energy. It also features local
artists and traditional musical forms which allows the
audience to explore the avors of traditional Moroccan
music.

Mawazine Music
Festival: An inside
story to the Moroccan
International Music
Ceremony
The popular music festival of Mawazine in Morocco
is been canceled this year as well. Mawazine 2021
was scheduled to take place in Rabat. However, the
growing COVID-19 situation is asking for more
lockdowns and the cancellation of international
ceremonies. Amid the crisis, arranging a social
gathering is de nitely not the choice but people can
still enjoy the reminiscence of previous vibrant years
which provided the audience a joy beyond religious
or cultural aspects. This event is also an important
part of the Moroccan economy that helps to earn
more international revenue and sponsorships.
The word ‘Mawazine’ means “rhythms of the world”
which refers to the diversity of the music festival
where musicians and singers from around the world
join together. They are joined by the local artists
from Morocco as well. The ceremony was presided
by the founder and president of Maroc Culture,

This musical event is not an approach to gather people
under the shade of music, but rather an agenda to gain
a positive impression about Morocco as a tolerant
country. However, its rigid religious aspects and
intolerance are well known. There are still
controversies that some of the Moroccan politicians
consider the event as an "encouraging immoral
behavior." Rabat is a popular place in the world not
only for the musical ceremony but its rich historical
beauty. This Moroccan capital has been declared by
UNESCO as a national heritage site. Also, this place is
the residence of thousands of modern-Muslim citizens
whose visionary openness welcomes the cultural
gathering. Thus, it is the perfect location to execute
this several-day-long event. The show takes place over
some of the exotic stages of the city of Rabat like OLM
Souissi, Nahda Space, Sale Beach, Bouregreg,
Historical Site of Chella, and Mohammed V National
Theatre.
While promoting a more liberal and tolerant image of
Morocco, this place has become a center and of
attraction. Mawazine has become synonymous with
Moroccan modernism that features international acts
of music, collaboration, and fusion work to support a
wider perspective in music and culture. While some
pro-Islam communities are against the openness of the
ceremony, thousands of music lovers of all age groups
gather around to have a taste of their favorite music.
Stay tuned to get more updates on the next Mawazine
Music Festival.
For more information:
http://www.mawazine.ma/en/accueil/
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con dence and sheer dexterity that is not
very common in the young hustlers in the
music market. He has a strong potential to
become the next rap legend if he continues to
produce music with 5th son Entertainment.
The music production house is the home of
remarkable new artists who have made their
way to the hall of fame.

Latest music on the radar:
He has come up with a brand-new hip-hop
music video ‘Everyday Money’. It was
released on April 26 on YouTube. It has
received tremendous appreciation from his
rock-ribbed fans with over 2k views.

VELL VENTURE PRESENTS SHAMELESSLY
SOLIPSISTIC MELODIES IN THE NEW
MUSIC VIDEO ‘EVERYDAY MONEY’
The new rapper Vell Venture returns to the
stage to claim his position in the industry
with a potent ow of lyrical greatness in the
latest music video ‘Everyday Money’.
The hip hop music has set some incredible examples to stand
for what’s right for the people and raise voices to things that
encourage bad treatments to some people out of business.
One of the in uential hip-hoppers, Vell Venture has spent his
time volunteering for movements that saved the hip hop
culture in the nation. Now he is thriving on his dreams with the
new music video ‘Everyday Money’ that has become an instant
hit under his hood. He challenges the hypocrisy in the industry
with his cutthroat explanations combined with bold bass work
in the new releases.
Once he sank into the deep quagmire of favoritism in the
industry. It took him a while to bounce back on his con dence
and restart his journey to invent a solid identity for his music.
His struggle has enriched his soul with

He uniquely juxtaposed a smooth sound
design that glides with the fast-paced
outpouring of his honest words. The heavy
riffs surge eclectic currents to your veins. He
keeps the ow intact with the motor-mouth
performance with concrete wordplay to
emphasize his earned respect in the industry.
The smooth hip hop bars create a dreamlike
ambiance but the grooves set the trap to
make you dance on the oor till your legs
ache.

Musical inspiration:
He has been blessed with an innate gift of
rhyming with strange words evoking satirical
pleasure in his mind. Since his childhood, he
kept his nose to the grindstone to polish his
skills of rapping. To convey his music to a
wider audience, he started to make original
songs as an unsigned artist.
His parents have been the source of
unwavering inspiration for searching for his
musical identity. He has become unstoppable
with the new hit that explains his intentions
to slay the rap game once he earns the crown.
Follow the upcoming artist on Instagram,
Facebook, and YouTube for all the new
songs.
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5. Neha Kakkar
Born on June 6, 1988, in Uttarakhand, Neha
Kakkar is currently reining the Bollywood
industry with her explosive trail of hits. The
young singer came under the spotlight with
her appearance as a contestant in the reality
TV show named Indian Idol Season 2. As of
now, every Bollywood song is sung by this
talented singer who with her magical voice
has won the hearts of millions, globally.

CHECK OUT EXCLUSIVE DETAILS ABOUT
THE TOP 5 BOLLYWOOD SINGERS
There’s no disagreement with the fact that since eternity,
India’s name has always been glori ed among all other
countries for its music culture. The country has the best
singers in the world. Added to that, India’s star-studded
Bollywood industry has earned its fame globally for all the
right reasons.
Bollywood is lled with enormous talents and some fantastic
singers who have escalated India’s name to great heights. So,
it only makes sense to be inquisitive about who are the top
singers in Bollywood.
Now, if we look around in the current Bollywood league, there
are plenty of talented singers who are ruling the charts. But
here we have shortlisted the Top 5 Bollywood Singers who
have to get it to the top consistently.
Without wasting any more time, let’s check out the list.

Neha is most popular for singing love and
romantic songs and the youth loves her
singing.
Her rst project, an album named Neha-The
Rock Star was dropped in 2008 and she came
into notice with her song ‘Sunny Sunny’
coming from the movie Yaariyan.

Some of her best songs include:
Garmi
Lamborgini
Tukur Tukur
Dilbar Dilbar
Car Mein Music Baja
Sirf Tum
Her most played track on YouTube is: Taaron
Ke Shehar with over 280 million views
She recently got hitched to Rohanpreet
Singh.
Latest project: A music video with her
brother Tonny Kakkar named ‘Bheegi Bheegi’
Upcoming project: Neha Kakkar has
collaborated with Guru Randhawa for a song
titled ‘Aur Pyaar Karna hai’.
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In recent times, his name has gone
synonymous with all sorts of party numbers
and is considered to be a high-quality
powerhouse singer. His concerts and award
shows remain full at all times.

4. Sonu Nigam
Born on 30th July 1973 in Haryana, Sonu Nigam is arguably
one of the greatest Bollywood singers of all times. Started
singing at the age of 4, the singing heartthrob of India started
his career with a stage show at the age of 19. It was T-series
owner Gulshan Kumar who allowed him to reach maximum
people.
Soon after, Sonu Nigam started the famous reality show
SARE GA MA PA and was soon spotted judging the Indian
Idol show.
He is one of the highest-paid Bollywood singers who have
successfully kept the audience hooked to his performances
even now. Sonu has always been the first choice of the
Bollywood directors for all sorts of songs.

Some of his evergreen songs include:
Zoobi Doobi
Sooraj Hua Madham

Mika Singh is counted amongst the country’s
top-paid singers who enjoy humongous fame
and popularity.

Some of his major hit songs
include:
Bas Ek King
Mauja Hi Mauja
Ibn-e-Batuta
Dhanno
Dhinka Chika
Gabru
Upcoming projects: Glassiyan

Mere Hath Mein
Main Agar Kahoon
Upcoming project: The Battle of Bhima Koregaon

3. Mika Singh
Born as Amrik Singh on June 10th, 1977 in Durgapur, West
Bengal, Bollywood famous playback singer Mika Singh has
many explosive hits to his credit. He is an actor, stage
presenter, singer, and composer. Mika is the real brother of
renowned Punjabi singer Daler Mehandi and has established
his remarkable presence in Bollywood with his upbeat songs.

2. Arijit Singh
Known as the most famous and successful
Bollywood singer of all times, Arijit Singh is
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India’s one of the most established singers in its entire history. He is a singer, musician, music producer, and
also composer. Born on April 25th, 1987 in Murshidabad, Arijit Singh started a career in 2010.
He belongs to a Bengali family and initially started his journey with the reality TV show named Fame Gurukul
in 2005. Arijit’s appearance in Bollywood turned out to be a blockbuster with the song ‘Tum Hi Ho’ from the
lm Aashiqui 2. No doubt he is one of the most popular singers amongst the youth for his romantic and love
songs. His list of awards is unmatched and has been recently awarded by Filmfare as the best male playback
singer.

Some of his most famous songs include:
Tum Hi Ho
Shayad
Haan Main Galat
Mere Watan
Kabhi Jo Badal Barse
Sooraj Dooba
Enna Sona
Upcoming projects: The Power Movie

1. Shreya Ghosal
Coming to talk of the leading female playback singers of Bollywood, Shreya Ghosal is the one sitting at the top
for her mesmerizing sweet tone. Born on 12th March 1984, she is a singer, music producer, and composer, and
has achieved several awards so far.
Shreya sings in various Indian languages including Malayalam, Kannada, Bengali, and Tamil. As of 2021, she is
the top Indian female singer who rst appeared on screen with a reality TV show named Sa Re Ga Ma Pa and
later sang for the globally acknowledged movie Devdas. That was her greatest achievement of all times and
made her uncountable fans.

Top songs under her name include:
Journey song
Manwa Laage
Sunn Raha Hai
Jeene Laga Hoon
Saans
Kaise Mujhe
Upcoming projects: Tuck Jagadish, Kotigobba 3, etc
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Karen
Salicath
Jamali has
etched out
brilliant
melodic
embraces in
the tranquil
piano track
‘SERA’
Karen Salicath
Jamali dished out
exquisite sounds of the
piano with raw capture
in the track ‘SERA’. It is
a terri c execution of
relaxing melody by the
artist.
The brilliant artist, Karen
Salicath Jamali takes the fans for
an exploration into dreams with
her latest piano music. The
remarkable melody in the piano
track ‘SERA’ has got an ethereal
feel. The mildly theatrical video
has focused hard to strike a chord
with the audience. The organic
strings have come up with a
dramatic rhythm that has
encompassing energy that builds
on slowly.
The music video has got a great
cinematic intensity and the
sound design is amazing. The
artist has precisely delivered
beautiful sounds of the piano
with great structural nuances. A

gorgeous moment of bliss is
created that is powerful and
profound at the same time. The
stunning musical expression has
a genuine feel to it and it gives
rise to an emotive mood.
The sound of the music makes
the hearts of the audiences
wander freely in the serene
soundscape. There are multiple
layers in the track with great
upfront sounds of piano. The
tracks by the artist are streamed
on trending platforms like
YouTube.

Latest talent on the
block
The fantastic track, ‘SERA’ has
got oodles of serenity that has
prompted the listeners to listen
to it. The proli c musician,
Karen Salicath Jamali has come
up with the most spectacular
composition of recent times
that has a touch of elegance and
sheer class. The beautiful piano
track has delicate organic layers
and it has got class written all
over it.
The unwavering passion of the
musician sets her apart from her
contemporaries as she has

provided a mesmerizing audio
experience. The very essence of
the track is implied through the
melodic capture and it has a
captivating feel.
The beautiful track has a unique
blend of sublime melody and
calmness in the backdrop of great
piano sounds. A sense of silence is
built between the moments and
the credit goes to the deft touches
by the talented artist.

Inspirational music
The mind-blowing track by the
artist par excellence has got an
inspiring core. There are ickers of
rhythms and streams with
glistening drops of water,
emerging colors, and breaths of
fresh air and it has been depicted
in the exotically shot music video.
A delectable picture is created
with the amazing tunes of the
piano. A lot of attention to detail
is provided by the artist and it has
embraced the listeners with its
poetic re ection.
The fragments of the melody and
the latest dashes of the
composition pave the way for a
vast canvas in the soundscape.
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Q

ueen of
rapping, Nicky Minaj is
peaking at the top again
by beaming up her 2009
mixtape ‘Beam Me Up
Scotty’ through all major
music platforms.

Rapper and a slayer, Nicky
Minaj has come up with her
revamped album 'Beam Me
Up Scotty'

She re-released the album
at midnight with a major
retouch and it is already
creating a huge buzz in
the industry.
This time the album has
become even bigger and
richer with three new
additions. Nicky has
collaborated with Drake
and Lil Wayne for the
track ‘Seeing Green’.
A remix version of
‘Crocodile Teeth’ is also
present in the album
which is featured by
Skillibeng. Both of these
tracks are part of the new
addition along with
Nicky’s solo single
‘Fractions’.
The album consists of a
total of twenty-three
bangers and each of them
hits hard with a nostalgic
and refreshing feeling at
the same time.
Minaj has a done a
wonderful job in crafting
this album and this brisk
move is well-appreciated
by all her fans and
followers.
The artist has come live
on Instagram before
dropping the album and
had a hearty interaction
with her followers. She did
a little sarcasm about the
album and said,

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

"I knew if I just rereleased the mixtape without
putting anything new, I knew y'all would cuss me the
(expletive) out,". While performing live, she also
spits some bars as a preview.
The rapper has clearly made her listeners enthralled
with her menacing rapping style. Verses from ‘Seeing
Green’ are the greatest and latest example of her raw
eclecticism and brutally honest perspective. The
indomitable personality of the artist re ects through
the bars like, “These bitches copy my homework /
That’s what they hand in,” and also “These bitches’
time tick-tockin’ / Better stick to dancin’.” As Nicky
spits re through her lyricism, she doesn’t only show
how powerful she has become but also her musical
growth since the last decade. The other singles from
the album like, ‘Gotta Go Hard’, ‘Keys Under Palm
Trees’, ‘Shopaholic’, ‘Silly’, ‘Slumber Party’, etc carry
a similar aura and intensity complemented by other
talented rappers like Lil Wayne, Gucci Mane, and
many others.

The revamp of the album
with retro compilation is
helping to pique the
listeners’ interest and rank
higher in the top album
chart. Her last studio
album was released in
2018, titled ‘Queen’. It
peaked at no.02 on the
Billboard 200 chart and
the latest album is
following that path of
success.
This 38-year-old rapper
started her musical
journey with a big hit and
her rst studio album
‘Pink Friday’. It was
released in 2010 and went
triple platinum in a short
span after release. Since
then the artist has made
signi cant progress
through her proli c and
never-ending musical
journey. In 2019, Nicky
released the last single by
her named ‘MEGATRON’.
The latest album has no
connection with
‘Transformers’ but
de nitely consists of a
Star Trek-like theme.
The theme re ects
through the album cover
and musical arrangement.
Currently, the artist is
busy on her forthcoming
projects which will release
soon.
Follow Nicky Minaj on all
the major music platforms
to have a taste of the
latest album ‘Beam Me Up
Scotty’.
Nicky Minaj: Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram
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Artist Billie Eilish Announces
the Dates of Her Upcoming
'Happier Than Ever' World Tour

decided to cancel her world tour in
2020.
The new album for which she
released the 2022 tour dates is
slated to release on July 30 this
year. Billie Eilish took to social
media to announce the news of the
forthcoming release. She shared
with her fans the date of release
and also told them that this is her
favorite creative project and that
she is both nervous and excited to
share it with the world. She shared
that this album is very personal to
her and she shares a different
connection with it. And all she
hopes that her hard work and
passion are conveyed to the
audience through her music.
The album will feature 16 tracks.
Songs like ‘My Future’, ‘Therefore I
Am’, and ‘Your Power’ are some of
the songs from the album. This
album was written and produced
by Eilish and her brother, Finneas.
The album does not feature any
other creative or production
collaboration.

Billie Eilish recently announced her
plans for a world tour for the
promotion of her upcoming album,
‘Happier Than Ever’. According to
the announcement, the musician
has set the dates for the tour in
2022. Some of the venues of her
concerts include cities in the UK and
Ireland like Glasgow, London,
Dublin, Birmingham, Belfast, and
Manchester. The dates are planned
to take in four shows at London’s
famous O2 Arena. The tickets for
the upcoming ‘Happier Than Ever
The World Tour’ UK dates go on sale
on Friday, May 28 at 10 am and can
be purchased via various platforms.
The global tour for the album will
kick off in New Orleans on February
3, 2022, which will include two

concert nights at NYC’s Madison
Square Garden on February 1819, as well as a show at Newark’s
Prudential Center on February 22.
The tour will come to an end after
three nights at Los Angeles’s
Forum on April 6, 8, and 9 before
she heads out to perform in the
United Kingdom and Europe.

To know more:
https://www.billieeilish.com/tour

The artist also canceled her world
tour in December 2020 for the
album ‘When We All Fall Asleep,
Where Do We Go’. Citing reasons
for this last-minute cancellation,
she said that there was no other
way than to cancel the entire
world tour owing to the pandemic
that had taken over the globe. In
order to be a part of this global
crisis, she
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more spectacular by dishing out a teaser about her
much-awaited studio album, Planet her. Her third
studio album is set to drop this summer.
Doja Cat teased the new release with Elvis Duran on the
red carpet. The singer revealed, “It’s visually I really
feel like probably the most fascinating mission I’m
going to be doing. We’re kinda basing all of it in-house.
Not actually, however perhaps. Perhaps sometime I’ll
be capable to go up there.” She went on to add, “It’s
about relationships. … I like it, it’s new. The truth that
it’s new makes me excited. It’s not an enormous
assertion, not a political assertion. It’s simply Planet
Her, for ladies.”
She made her grand debut on the 2021 iHeartRadio
Music Awards red carpet. It was also the very rst time
that she performed on the award show. Although she
made her announcements clear, she did not let go of
too much information and kept everyone anticipating
the release.
She is also one of the artists who bagged several
nominations at this year’s award ceremony that
included Best New Pop Artist, Favorite Music Video
Choreography, and TikTok Bop of the Year.
Doja is known for her humor and her eccentricity that
she often shares with her fans on TikTok.

Singer Doja Cat Teases the
Release of Her New Album
'Planet Her' at the
iHeartRadio Music Awards

S

After she gained widespread engagement on social
platforms, she shifted to the mainstream with serious
accolades from everyone. She released her rst studio
album, Amala back in 2018 followed by Hot Pink in
2019. She gained a lot of fans and acknowledgment
through various awards that pushed her more to
expand her creative league.
As she gets ready for her new project, we wish her all
the best for her endeavors as a musician and as a
creative storyteller.

inger Doja Cat gave her fans something to look
forward to with her upcoming album, Planet her at
the 2021 iHeartRadio Music Awards.
The superstar and singer who is famous for her song
‘Kiss Me More’ was present on the red carpet with her
captivating out t and style this Thursday night, May
27. This year’s iHeartRadio Music Awards Live was
presented by Dr. Pepper Zero Sugar. The artist
rocked the red carpet in her owing, sheer sage
inexperienced ensemble. Not only did she stun
everyone in her out t on the red carpet but also had
more in store for her fans. She made her fan a lot
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the music video ‘Feelings’. Break the
dance oor with chill beats and turn your
home into the next major club arena to
enchant your new pals with the sassy verses.

Musical journey:

Jrock Joshua, arising hip-hop rapper from
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has emerged as the
era's most in uential musician. His avantgarde usage of boom-bap symphonies in the
freestyle hip hop oeuvre seems to captivate
the public.

JROCK JOSHUA PRESENTS HIS
INQUISITIVE MIND WITH THE FUNKINFUSED, SMOOTH HIP HOP CHRONICLE
IN THE ‘FEELINGS’
The explosive rapper Jrock Joshua ignites the passion for his
music with the emo-rap music video ‘Feelings’ juxtaposed
with smooth hip hop beats and classic bars.
The strength of hip-hop music is overwhelming, and the
in uences of upcoming artists have reached new heights of
recognition. New artists are still battling for recognition, but
some rappers know how to get ahead of the pack. Jrock
Joshua, the latest rap star, is one of the few artists who has
achieved massive success in such a brief period. His highdemand musical presence has ushered in a new era of
in uence in the music industry. While he can't decide the
theme to pursue his entangled opus, he is certain that people
will accept the stringent choices that set him apart from the
crowd. He is designed to live his life with plain adventures, but
music has opened up a new universe for him to discover. He
wants that people should lose themselves on the dance oor
with the aristocratic grooves he incorporated in

He had to go through a dif cult line of work
to be respected for his originality. People
adore his upbeat rap anthems and iconic
vocal cord progressions that explore the
dif cult journeys he took to give his life a
second chance. Any of the glitz and glitter
have had little impact on his outlook on life.
He has been thriving on his childhood dreams
for 20 years. He faced challenges in choosing
music over other careers, but he was hellbent on overcoming any hurdle and living his
dreams. With nonstop songs, he has steadily
surpassed his own fame. For many of his fans,
his struggle in this industry has been genuine
and inspiring. He has published four albums
so far and people have started recognizing
the strength of authenticity with his Enc
entertainment record label.

Latest music:
‘Feelings’ has been released on YouTube on
May 9, 2021. It has gained more than 1k views
overnight. The Harrisburg rap sensation
carried out a smooth screenplay with a
steamy party going on in the background. He
creates feverish hooks and adorable crunks to
in ltrate the lovesick clouds. Even though his
music is a sign of hard work and hustle
strength, he brings laid-back rhymes this time
just to have a nice time with his fans. He
chooses party beats and cool vibes, with
stunning women dancing on the display.
Follow him on Youtube and SoundCloud for
his upcoming album Rolling Stone on 20th
May.
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T

he 18-year-old singer
took the Brit Awards stage
on re with the song
‘Drivers License’
performed before an
incredible butter y
projection. Her debut
single is about a delicate
heartbreak that is a
relatable saga in the life of
a teenager. The song is a
crunchy pop number that
caused signi cant waves
of popularity in the music
scene. Jeremy Erlich, cohead of music at Spotify
told The New York Times,
“It just ballooned into this
monster … unlike
anything anyone’s seen
before”. The song went on
to become one of the
fastest-selling tracks to
garner over 100 million
streams on Spotify’s
platform. It made history
on the audio-sharing
platform and also made
huge lines of popularity
on the platform of TikTok.
Her music also has a
dramatic bend to it. She
may have been singing
about her High School
Musical: The Musical costar Joshua Basset. He was
rumored of leaving her for
Sabrina Carpenter,
another actor from the
Disney universe movie.
This led to fans
speculating many things.
Both Carpenter and
Basset came out with
response songs and the
whole chapter looked like
something out of a freshly
prepared drama.

relationships between
people with time. The
album opens with ‘Brutal’
an explosive note of mallgrunge as the artist takes
on the responsibility to
expressing her emotional
outburst at the time
through her music. She
remains invested and
modest to the music and
takes the audience along
in this journey of lyrical
expressions. A disarming
honesty prevails through
the record that constantly
reminds the audience that
they are not alone.

Pop Artist Olivia Rodrigo Makes an
Impressive Debut with New Album 'Sour'

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

However, coming back to Rodrigo and her precious
new release, she discussed the technicalities
involved in production and songwriting. She is all for
suspended notes, sevenths, and ascending chords
and hence, knows her craft very well. Her debut
album seems to be a blend of in uences and
exposure from some of the greatest artists in pop in
recent times like Lorde and Taylor Swift. The young
artist takes inspiration from her 21st century
adolescent years and transforms them into beautiful,
nurturing, and enthralling songs that are empathetic
and relatable. Her debut album speaks of artistic
independence through its scattered emotions,
organic instruments, and the tendency to speak the
creative truth. It emerges with an identity that is
getting widely praised and acknowledged by
critics.Sour is produced by Dan Nigro who is also the
co-author of ‘Drivers License’ alongside Rodrigo.
The title of the album is also inspired by her life that
is lled with surprises and changes in

The album on its own is a
little piece of Olivia’s
heart. However, as a pop
album with all its
production being
considered, it truly stands
as an impressive record,
and that too a debut. Sour
has a sense of restrain. It
is something that is often
missing in teenage artists.
Its reverbs, space, and
thematic storytelling all
make for a beautiful
album that the audience
can feel and understand
closely. She handles the
album in a more mature
way than expected and
takes the listeners by
surprise with the extent of
patience and
reasonability. It may lack
a few instinctive touches
but overall emerges with
ying colors especially as
a debut album by an artist
who is just setting out to
touch her dreams.
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Witness Katy Perry and
Pikachu doing some time travel
through the latest track
'Electric'

transition of time traveling occurs
where Katy nds herself
performing the farmer’s market
along with Pichu.
Director Carlos López Estrada has
done a great job making this video
that metaphorically symbolizes the
evolution of humans through life.
A pokemon companion who is also
evolving alongside has made it
even more fun.
The track is an uplifting pop ballad
and surely provides some positive
energy as Katy sings, “I know you
feel it, feel it/If you believe it, then
you can.” And it goes like, “There’s
no reason that this life can’t be
electric.”
Perry shared her personal
experiences and said in a
statement, “When I visited the
Pokémon Café while touring Japan,
I got so nostalgic. It took me back
to my junior high years.”
She further added, “So when I got
the call to be a part of the 25thanniversary celebration alongside
Post Malone and J Balvin, I was
elated.”
She explained the theme of the
video by saying, The song’s themes
— resilience, igniting your inner
light — have guided my life and
also parallel Pokémon’s story and
characters.”

Pop diva Katy Perry’s latest single
‘Electric’ has premiered with an
of cial music video today. The track
appears on the upcoming
compilation ‘Pokémon 25: The
Album’.
The forthcoming album is all set to
arrive this fall via Capitol Records.

Perry has successfully increased
the anticipation with the latest
music video.
In the video, Katy could be seen
spending time with Pikachu in the
tropical breeze of Hawaii while
they discover a lighthouse. From
that point, a smooth

The singer further added ‘Pikachu
is the evolved form of Pichu, so in
the video, you see the younger
version of me with Pichu and
myself in the present day with
Pikachu. We both evolve, yet retain
asense of playfulness.”
Such a musical representation is
making the Perry fanatics go crazy!
Website link:
https://www.katyperry.com/
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Robby
Krieger and
Maki Mae
collaborate
to stand
against
Asian Hate
with a Tokyo
Mother’s Day
Concert
The famous Rock and Roll Hall

of Fame and The Doors’ guitarist
Robby Krieger collaborates with
multi-instrumentalist singer Maki
Mae to address the concerning
issue of Asian Hate with their
latest Tokyo Mother's Day
Concert.
The iconic guitarist and the
singer have amalgamated their
cumulative force to spread
mental health and accelerate
medical care for the hate crime
survivors through their latest
music video. The video is
directed with a cause to expand
the social justice programming to
end Asian violence.
The video starts with a short
introduction from the CEO of the
Asian Hall of Fame and is soon
followed by a stunning melodic
performance by singer Maki Mae.
The singer is shown performing
on ‘You’ll Never

Walk Alone’. The audience is
sure to get thrilled with her
crystal-clear singing qualities
throughout. The song is
followed by Letitia Fong, the
Vice President of the Robert
Chinn Foundation Board
sharing her insights and soon
enough Maki along with Aubrey
Leonard, a featuring artist
perform together on ‘Pie Jesu’.
The video features Camilla
Leonard, Aubrey Leonard, and
others. In recent times, AntiAsian violence and other open
acts of hate against Asians of all
nationalities have increased to
over 3600 percent globally.
At this moment, Asian women
are mostvulnerable and the
concern must be now addressed
globally to teach the public
about the miserable condition
of the people.
The Tokyo Mother’s Day
concert is associated with a
multi-city tour presented by the
Asian Hall of Fame and the
musical campaign that
comprises various live instances
of Asian violence supports the
crime survivors

and promotes gender equality.
‘Stop Asian Hate’ is a crucial
agenda that needs to come under
focus and the beautiful video is
crafted to address the issue in a
more meaningful and effective
manner.
The video throws light on the
extremity of the situation across
the world where numerous Asians
are being harmed, beaten, and
treated brutally.
Stop AsianHate is a rising concern
that demands attention and the
video has perfectly captured its
atrocity with a musical in uence.
The campaign is designed to
educate the masses through
exhibits, forums, equity
initiatives, and other forums.
The Asian Hall of Fame advocates
for over four billion Asians and is
the world’s biggest organization of
Asian recognition.
The collaboration of Robby
Krieger and Maki Mae in the latest
concert will cover the grief and
other mental health counseling
and medical expenses of the hate
crime survivors.
The concert is now streaming live
on YouTube for free.
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Musical Journey
Artist Via Lena started her professional music
act just a few months ago. Although her ight
has just taken off, her potential through her
releases is giving the audience a reason to go
back to pop music. Pop music’s essence and
longevity may have been hampered over the
years because of various genre-bending
production by artists. However, her
soundscape is a streaming space that pays
tribute to pop but with a modern-day twist.
The creative difference lies in her use of
electronic modulations that lead to a bigger
scope both for the artist as well as for the
audience.

Musical Works

UPCOMING ARTIST VIA LENA’S NEW
SONG ‘UH OH’ CREATES A SPLENDID
MUSICAL EFFECT WITH ITS POPPY TUNES
Upcoming music artist Via Lena recently
came out with the song, ‘Uh Oh’ that de nes
the creative structure of modern-day pop
music with a thematic soul.

The pop music artist is currently riding the
increasing engagement for her new release,
‘Uh Oh’. The song’s personality is poppy and
temperamental lled with relatable emotions.
The song plunges into one’s re ections of
themselves and the people surrounding them
as they learn to embrace life with all its aws.

New music styles are nding ways of accomplishing creative
goals and upcoming artist Via Lena is no far behind. She
recently came out with her single, ‘Uh Oh’ that only presents
her vocal versatility but also her exclusive talent as a
songwriter with an insightful edge.

The songs mark an important milestone in
her career that will open the gates to new
opportunities. Her other songs that have
mesmerized the audience and enhanced her
musical canvas include ‘Extreme’ and ‘C’est
Me’. The artist’s passion and resilience along
with her penetrating vocal ad lyrical
magnetism make her music close to the heart.

About the Artist

Upcoming Projects

The artist is the newest member of the contemporary music
scene who is ready to take the audience and the critics off
their feet. She started with her journey in pop with the heavy
implementation of electronic production dynamics.

Although the artist is yet to of cially
announce news about her upcoming projects,
it seems that she will go a long way with her
career. Her music already shows the potential
of a nearby breakthrough event that will take
her brand, music, and the genre towards a
direction of newfound creative evolution.

These undulations alongside her melodic ride pave the way for
a beautiful con uence de ning the various components of the
modern-day musical wave. She may be just starting, but she
carries in herself a sense of creative balance and optimism that
will lead her towards a direction of global accomplishment in
the days to come.
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Betty Moon's electropop-soaked
empowering vocals in
the song 'My Only
One' woo her fans

interview and she wants to thank all of her fans who
suggested questions to know her better.

Q.

Hi, welcome to the interview. Betty, tell me rst
how excited are you for your new release?
Betty Moon: Thanks for taking the time, I’m always
fueled by the music I make and having a release date
in-sight is pretty damn cool. That feeling never gets
old, and the hard work that went into it should always
have some sort of big moment right? I have a new
album (COSMICOMA) coming out 5/21 and “My Only
One” is the rst single from that. I’m hoping everyone
can check it out.

Q. Tell your fans how special is this new track ‘My
Only One’ for you?

Betty Moon: I think this one is special because it’s the
rst of new music for 2021. Last year was probably a
whirlwind for most artists and releasing music then was
likely more therapeutic than just fun or creative,
whereas this year we are here to go big and show the
world why music is the most important creative
product out there. We have some great songs on
Cosmicoma, and ‘My Only One’ is obviously one of my
favorites because it has the Betty Moon sound and also
some great rock vibes going on.

Q. Are you happy with the response from the
worldwide emo-pop lovers?

It is a special moment to have the outstanding, indemand singer and songwriter Betty Moon with us. She
has recently dropped the eclectic, zealous number ‘My
Only One’ soaked with electro-pop rhythms that will
cure the bad temperament caused by the second wave
of the pandemic. She insists on rolling a good time with
the blissful tunes in her new song that celebrates
nothing but love. She is here with us to share her
perception of the latest trends in the music industry.
But rst, she is just excited to present her new record

Betty Moon: I’m happy with all the responses for sure. I
never considered my music anything speci c but I’ve
always known there are people who listen to so many
different genres that appreciate my brand of music and
who know I dabble in several genres. You can see the
numbers go up on places like Spotify, but the true
feedback comes from social media, Youtube and
people reaching out to me or the label directly to share
their sentiments. It really means a lot to me to see so
many people into the single and all my other music.

Q.What has inspired you to come up with the idea of
the song?

Betty Moon: I often pick up an acoustic guitar and start
playing whatever comes to mind. Sometimes it’s on a
piano as well, usually, between one of those two

and share it with the audience of our magazine. She is
set to spend her time with us for the
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moments I come up with melodies for vocals and then
head to the studio to demo out what I got. I didn’t have
any agenda for the song or idea, and it just sort of came
to be as I started putting together all these songs for
the album.

Q. What is your
writing songs?

rst love - making music videos or

Betty Moon: Writing songs for sure, if a music video is
made for one of my tracks that’s just icing on the cake
here. I do REALLY enjoy making the music video
though and I’m very hands-on with the process. I
visualize and ideate music video songs way in advance
and also have plans for a couple on Cosmicoma.

Q.

Were you surprised to see your name on the
ballot for this year’s GRAMMY nominations?
Betty Moon: Of course, wouldn’t you be haha?
Seriously though, it’s amazing to be recognized in this
busy and heavily saturated music industry. I’m thankful
for all that recognize my work, and it shows I’m
heading in the right direction musically.

Q.

People have already acknowledged your grind in
the music industry. Your music has been featured on
Californication, Dexter, Bounty Hunters, Teen Mom,
Walking the Dead, etc. How do you feel when you look
back at things before success has become your second
nature?

lot of that going on in the US but things are getting
better rather quickly around here. Maybe check back
with me in a couple months?

Q. Who has inspired you to write songs in your
childhood?

Betty Moon: My family was the rst introduction to
music for sure. We had a small studio on the property
so a lot of local talent came through and it inspired me
to learn and develop my own musical talent. I grew up
in Toronto and made a name for myself at a very young
age.

Q.

How is this pandemic treating your musical
escapades?
Betty Moon: I don’t think I’ve ever been more focused
or creative. The past year really helped me buckle down
and put together a ton of new ideas, including the
Cosmicoma album which drops on 5/21. It helped me
appreciate that I can still do this music thing when
most artists only dabble in this professionally for a
short period of their lives. So yes, I’m showing lots of
gratitude for music and want to give thanks to all those
who check out Betty Moon and my music out there.
Thanks for doing the interview!

Betty Moon: I think creative people (including myself)
tend to sometimes forget about all these
accomplishments as we are always thinking about
“what’s next??”. So yes, taking time to remember all
the cool stuff we’ve done over the years is fuel for new
creativity and reminds me to take a moment to be
amazed at the milestones over time. If I ever get in a
creative rut or need some inspiration, I think about
these things to give myself new goals and ensure these
potential ideas can turn into something quite big and
special.

Q.

When are you set for touring again?

Betty Moon: I don’t have any plans for touring at the
moment, but you never know. Right now there isn’t a
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storytelling, the rapper is raising above all set
expectations to deliver his absolute best. His newest
music video ‘Money Keep Calling’ has proven that the
artist doesn’t only believe in impressing the audience
with his eclectic style, but hooks with his amazing
lyrical abilities.
The video kicks in with the artist showing off his
luxurious lifestyle as he ies money in the air to
represent its abundance. He is surrounded by his
friends in a natural setup and starts melodically
performing his raw storyline. Even though people are
surrounding him, it’s his magnetic aura and unique
musical identity that hooks the focus on his charming
performance. Wearing an all-white out t, the rapper
stands on a podium to groove to the gorgeous beats
and keep grooving endlessly to the track’s title.

‘Money Keep Calling’
by Fettigang Shawdy
broadcasts his master
skills most
impressively
Upcoming hip-hop artist Fettigang Shawdy
showcases unmatched rap potential in his
latest music video ‘Money Keep Calling’ that
embodies the genre's best elements.
Creating fantastic ripples in the music industry with
his high-end rap performance and dynamic taste in
hip-hop an artist who is steadily paving the path
towards a brightly secured future is Fettigang
Shawdy. The talented artist unearths the best
elements of the genre and injects his genre
uniqueness to let the audience take great interest in
his artwork.

His ow is enchanting and sounds razor-sharp to the
ears. His music is authentic and the melodic chorus
greatly enhances the avor of the track. From his body
swaying to the beats endlessly to the powerful
rhythmic arrangement of the song, everything takes the
music to another level. The artist is bold in his
approach and remains real at the same time to tell a
real-life story. The words are punchy and easily
connect for their substance.
Fettigang Shawdy comes from the small town of
Sylvester Ga and is emerging on the scene with a very
interesting and unique style that is sure to get
appreciated by genre lovers. His music is meant to
inspire, teach, motivate, and empower the audience
and the rapper ef ciently does so with the track ‘Money
Keep Calling’. The artist has unapologetically
showcased his vulnerabilities and also the features that
make him stand out.
The outstanding fusion of R&B to hip-hop and the
artist’s ability to story tell while grooving to the beats is
a fantastic showcase of his versatility. The track
envelops the attention from the very rst hook and the
rapper’s fascinating way of delivery makes it even
catchier.
The track has been meticulously built under the label
WTF and is now available on YouTube for a full listen.
Follow him on Facebook for more updates.

He is a rising talent whose music is driven with seer
passion and determination, and the artist grinds
harder to stand out of the competitive lot. With his
relentless energy and amazing manner of
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THE LEGEND: MOHAMMED RAFI
Indian music and lm industry would have different if Sir
Muhammed Ra were not there. He is one of the most
in uential music artists and singers in the Indian
subcontinent. In his lifetime the artist has sung numerous
songs in several regional and international languages; which
makes him one of the legends of the industry.
The Beginning
Mohammed Ra was born on 24th December 1924 in a village
near the Amritsar district of Punjab, India. He was the son of
Haji Ali Mohammad and the second eldest among six brothers.
Music was deep-rooted in the artist from the beginning and he
started singing by imitating the chants of the fakir who used to
roam around on the street of his native village. Ra ’s father
moved to Lahore in 1935 and as Ra grew up, he started
learning classical music from Ustad Abdul Wahid Khan, Firoze
Nizami, and Pandit Jiwan Lal Mattoo. Nurturing his musical
skills, he did his rst public performance at the age of 13 years
only in an event at Lahore with K.L Saigal in 1941. He made his
debut playback singing in a duet with Zeenat Begum for the
track ‘Soniye Nee, Heeriye Nee’. The track was featured in a
Punjabi lm named, ‘Gul Baloch’ (released 1944) under the
eyes of music director Shyam Sunder. Following the event, he
was invited to All India Radio Lahore and the next year he
made his debut in the Hindi lm ‘Gaon Ki Gori’ in 1945.
Music Career
Getting Introduced to Bollywood and was one of the big
breaks of the artist. He moved to Mumbai (then Bombay) in
1944.
He started his new life in a ten-by-ten feet room, sharing

with Hameed Sahab at the crowded zone in
the Bhendi Bazar area. With the help of poet
Tanvir Naqvi, he got to introduce to many
lm producers and directors like Mehboob
Khan, Abdur Rashid Kardar, Nazeer, etc.
Shaym Sunder gave him the chance to Ra to
sing a duet with G. M. Durrani, for the song
"Aji dil ho kaabu mein to dildar ki aisi taisi...”,
the rst-ever recorded hindi song by
Mohammed Ra . It was from the movie ‘Gao
Ki Gori’ and Ra sang the other songs too. He
also started working with Naushad around the
same time. The rst song with him was
‘Hindustan Ke Hum Hain’, along with
Alauddin, Shyam Kumar, and many others.
Ra also appeared on screen in for lms on is
Laila Majnu and the other one is Jugnu. In
1945 he appeared for the track ‘Tera Jalwa Jis
Ne Dekha’ and ‘Woh Apni Yaad Dilane Ko’ in
1947 for Jugnu. 1947 is the year of India’s
independence and Ra was being a part of it.
In 1948, after the assassination of the
Nation’s father Mahatma Gandhi, Ra made a
song overnight with Bhagatram and Rajendra
Krishan. The song ‘Suno Suno Ae
Duniyawalon, Bapuji Ki Amar Kahani’ moved
everyone and was personally invited by then
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru.
Work with S D BurmanS D Burman and Ra
combo gave the audience some of the
greatest musical hits and amazing movies
with the blissful soundtrack. With Burman,
Ra worked on more than 37 lms like
Aaradhana (1969), Abhimaan (1973), Pyaasa
(1957), Tere Ghar Ke Saamne (1963), Kaagaz
Ke Phool (1959), and many others.
Work with RaviMohammed Ra got his rst
Filmfare Award for the track ‘Chaudhvin Ka
Chand’ in 1960 which was composed by Ravi.
The artist also received National Award for
the song ‘Baabul Kee Duaen Letee Jaa’,
another masterpiece composed by Ravi from
the movie Neel Kamal (1968). Together they
worked in many movies like Ek Phool Do
Maali (1969), China Town (1962), etc.
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Work with Shankar-Jaikishan
Collaborating with Shankar-Jaikishan was one of the most successful partnerships in the Bollywood music
industry. Ra received a total of 6 Filmfare Awards in life and three of them were for this pair. He sang a total of
341 S-J songs including 216 solo tracks. Some of the legendary hits like "Yahoo! Chaahe Koee Mujhe Junglee
Kahe", "Teree Pyaaree Pyaaree Soorat Ko", "Bahaaron Phool Bursao", and the list keeps continuing. The songs
were featured in the movies namely, ‘Junlee’, ‘Professor’, Yakeen’, ‘Love in Tokyo’, ‘Arzoo’, etc many others.
Work with O.P Nayyar
O.P Nayyar believed that "If there had been no Mohd. Ra , there would have been no O. P. Nayyar". This power
duo gave some of his biggest hit soundtracks for big hits during the 1950s and 1960s like Naya Daur (1957), Ek
Musa r Ek Hasina (1962), Tumsa Nahin Dekha (1957), Kashmir Ki Kali (1964), etc to name some. Ra Sang 197
songs with O.P and 56 among them were solos.
Work with Madan Mohan
Ra was Madan Mohan’s favorite singer. Ra ’s rst solo work with him "Hum Ishk Mein Burbaad Hein Burbaad
Ruhenge" is one of the greatest musical hits. Other songs like, ‘Tum Jo Mil Guye Ho’, "Yeh Duniyaa Yeh Meh l",
"Meree Aawaaz Suno”, etc had tantalized the listeners.
He has also worked with Laxmikant-Pyarelal, Kalyanji Anandji, many contemporary singers like Lata
Mangeshkar, Manna Dey, and countless music directors to create legendary tracks. He has sung more than
25,000 songs and each of them proved that, ‘He is a Legend’.
Fall of the Star
On 31st July 1980, Ra left the world with a massive heart attack at the age of 55 only. The last song he sang was
"Shaam Phir Kyun Udaas Hai Dost / Tu Kahin Aas Paas Hai Dost", from the movie ‘Aas Paas’ which was recorded
few hours before his death. Over 10,000 people attended his burial and made this historically tragic moment
memorable.
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with the music scene in Atlanta, Georgia.
Hailing from Inkster, Michigan, outside of
Detroit, he has imbibed the con dence and
experience to tell his stories through the
power of music.

Musical Journey
The artist is a rapper with an incredible sense
of rhythm and beats. His music originated
from the various experiences that he has had
throughout the entirety of his life. Some of
his songs also re ect his sagas in life such as
‘Uncle Cottage’ and ‘Bouta dolla’.
His musical journey was carved from the
scratches of personal experiences leading to a
modest and straightforward expression. He is
also the owner of his label, get rich music that
was founded by him in 1996. This also gave
him to impetus and platform to showcase his
art.

HIP HOP ARTIST ZO MAFIOSO’S NEW
SONG ‘CEMENTED’ BRINGS BACK THE
ESSENCE OF RAP WITH AN EDGE
Artist Zo Ma oso is taking lyrical rap to a new
level of creative glory with the verses of his newly
released song, ’Cemented’ which also combines
trap tunes.
Hip hop and rap’s essence is coming back to the mainstream in
an all-new avatar as interpreted by artist Zo Ma oso. With a
musical passion that pushes him to create every day, this artist
is only getting started with his journey, one song at a time. He
recently came out with the single, ‘Cemented’ that not only
presents his creative abilities but also preserves the cultural
aura of the genre in all its glory.

About the Artist
Describing his persona as someone who rules the streets the
scope of hip hop, the artist is gradually paving the way for an
incredible legacy. His journey started in Michigan where he
was born but soon moved to Georgia where he stayed till he
was 7. He moved back to Michigan but stayed in close contact

Musical Works
The artist has many songs to his name with
‘Cemented’ currently doing the rounds of
audience exposure. His style is a mix of hip
hop and modern-day trap. Some of his songs
that de ne his career and soundscape most
accurately include ‘Valentine Hit’, ‘You Loss’,
‘I Live This’, ‘We Geting Money’, and ‘M.O.B’
among many others.
His music has helped establish an identity
that becomes synonymous with the artist
himself. The themes, rhythms, and
production in all his songs are of great
quality. With a lyrical verse that imbibes
depth and meaning, he is constantly pushing
himself to come up with the best.

Upcoming Projects
Currently, he is working on an upcoming
album, Mob the dates of which as yet to be
announced. Rapper Zo Ma oso’s musical
schedule is always on the go as he is
constantly looking for new inspiration to
make music.
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Festivals
The location was later decided in 1970 and it
continues to remain the permanent spot for
Summerfest even to this day. The festival
logo of a smiley face was also conceived and
designed during this year.
The festival also hosts online auditions for
new artists willing to perform. Like other
festivals, Summerfest moved its ground
concerts to its online counterpart owing to
the pandemic in 2020.

Concerts and Event History

Get Your Groove Going
with Summerfest: The
Biggest Music Festival
on The Planet
The annual music festival of Summerfest has emerged as the
biggest on the planet driven by music enthusiasts and other
contributors of music. The festival attracts over 800,000
visitors each year which led to its Guinness World Record
certi cation as the ‘The World’s Largest Music Festival’ in
1999.

Time and Location

The festival is held in downtown Milwaukee in the state of
Wisconsin. The festival takes place at the Henry Maier Festival
Park which is located adjacent to Lake Michigan. The 75 acres
park is lled with music, fun, food, and frolic that continues
for over 11 days. It takes place from late June and early July
which includes one of the biggest holidays of the country, the
4th of July. The festival usually erects 12 stages. Artists from
various genres perform from noon to midnight. The ground
also houses the American Family Insurance Amphitheatre
with a 23,000 capacity.

Summerfest has been attended by some of
the biggest names on the planet. Musical acts
such as Bob Dylan, Maroon 5, Nine Inch
Nails, Paul McCartney, and more, and artists
from various backgrounds have been a part of
the festival. Summerfest is also known for its
comedy acts with performances by Jay Leno,
Jon Stewart, Lewis Black, and more.

Summerfest 2021
After a hiatus in 2020, Summerfest is back in
2021 set to take place across three weekends;
Sept. 2-4, 9-11, and 16-18. September 2 has
Luke Bryan and Dylan Scott while Chance the
Rapper will be taking the stage on September
3 with 24Goldn.
The second week will have acts like Jonas
Brothers, Sheryl Crow, and Zac Brown Band.
The nal week will be taken over by Dave
Matthews band with Miley Cyrus joining on
September 17. The booked tickets for 2020
will be adjusted with those for this year and
with a refund for those who are unable to
attend.

History
The festival rst came into being in the 1960s. The inaugural
Summerfest nally took place in July 1968 across various
locations within the city. The events included
beauty pageants, air shows, and lm festivals.
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P!NK gears
to release
her muchawaited
album 'ALL I
KNOW SO
FAR' on the
21st of May
American singer-songwriter P!NK
is all set to drop her upcoming
documentary lm titled ‘ALL I
KNOW SO FAR’ that centers
around her personal and
professional life. Directed by
Michael Gracey, the lm is
scheduled to be released on May
21 across all platforms.
‘ALL I KNOW SO FAR’-the album
brings together some exclusive
footage from the road and some
behind the scene personal
material and interviews. It also
contains some moments from her
stage shows. The lm is produced
by Gracey in collaboration with
Isabella Parish in union with
Silent House, Luminaries, and
Lefty Paw Print.
It is expected to be another
blockbuster from the dynamic
lady’s creative chart. The single is
out now and comes with a video
that shows P!NK exploring her
modern-day fairytale. It could be
labeled as splendid both in terms
of her performance and of course
her bold way of delivering the
lyrics.
The video starts with the singer
narrating the lm, as a bedtime
story to her child.

Between the short conversation
that they share, the child could
be seen asking her not to narrate
a typical fairytale to which P!NK
responds ‘Not this One’! The
scene changes and there comes
a girl who seems to be terribly
disturbed with her life. She is a
mis t in a typical surroundings.
The video progresses with the
song playing in the background
saying ‘Haven’t always been this
way, I wasn’t born a renegade, I
felt alone, still, feel afraid, I
stumbled through it anyway’.
She ghts with her mother,
harasses the people in school,
gets behind bars, nally leaves
her home, and leaves the life
she wants. Well, as expected the
girl is no one else but P!NK but
now she is all grown up

and goes on to share the story of
her life in a more interactive
manner. Her iconic behavior
certainly keeps everyone hooked.
From her colleagues harassing her
in her workplace to getting
betrayed in the journey of life,
being under the constant radar of
the lthy people around, she goes
through it all alone. And, nally,
she emerges out of the storm in
her most promising avatar.
‘ALL I KNOW SO FAR’ shares a
strong message and states that one
should stay un ltered and loud, no
matter what pain life throws. A
catchy and pumped-up single that
is sure to inspire the generation.
Stay glued to hear the full series
on May 21on Spotify, Apple Music,
Amazon Music, and other
platforms.
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has a knack for intelligent wordplay and metaphors
that are signi cant components of his soundscape.
According to him, music is more than a profession and
is his creative outlet. He considers it as an extension of
his soul and personality that he is ready to share with
his fans.

Musical Journey
TGawd is rapidly making a name in the industry with
his crisp rapping skills. He says that one of the biggest
in uences of his life that propagated his career further
is Lil Wayne. His style, uniqueness, and eccentricity all
combine to form an exclusive soundscape. As one of
his most impactful sources of inspiration, the artist
hails him as his mentor in constantly guiding him
towards new styles and creative expressions.

Hip Hop Artist
TGawd’s New Song
‘Love$ick’ is the
Newest Lyrical Saga
to Captivate the
Audience
Upcoming music artist TGawd recently came out
with the track, ‘Love$ick’. A compelling saga about
heartbreak set in a groovy format of hip hop ows
and beats.
Upcoming hip hop artist and rapper TGawd is
currently ying high with the growing success and
popularity of his newly released track, ‘Love$ick’.
The artist’s compelling expressions and lyrical
methods are getting noticed and with this song, his
cultural acceptance is also increasing.

About the artist
The artist hails from East Baltimore and is a proli c
musician ready to translate his passion into art. He

Lil Wayne’s natural style is what fascinates him the
most, something that he tries to incorporate in his
music as well. The advantage of hip hop is that one can
truly bring out one's persona through the music. In this
case, too, the artist imbibes all his characteristics and
creative elements into his soundscape making it more
personal, close to the heart, and relatable to the
audience. His musical journey is a movement that
continues to expand and excel with time and exposure.

Musical Works
The artist’s newly released song ‘Love$ick’ is already
making the audience take notice. Some of his other
songs include ‘Gawdfe$$ion$/Day One’, ‘Come 4our’,
and ‘Boo’d Up’ all of which exemplify his ability to put
words into a compelling motion.
The artist is a natural performer with commendable
verbal spontaneity. His music is for everyone as he talks
about relatable themes and stories that appeal to
everyone.
Heartbreak and the women of his life are some of the
topics in his soundscape.

Upcoming Projects
He is currently working on an upcoming tape called
THANKGAWD which is set to release soon. His groove
and style have an identity to them that makes the artist
and his music stand out. With time, he will surely reach
his goals of global acknowledgment. To know more
about him, follow him on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram.
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current situation or makes a highly relatable
approach through music. It is considered as a
‘maladaptive’ nature by the authors as
listening to gloomy music can eventually
enhance their sadness and the loneliness they
are going through.
What the authors have completely forgotten
to address is the psychological bene ts of
music. It has failed to explain the possibilities
that somber music can also make sad and
depressed people feel good. It helps to ease
the pain whether the person is going through
deeper pain or trying to overcome it.

Why do people prefer
sad songs more?
Music has always been the partner of the happiest moments
of life and saddest ones as well. Listeners share deeper
relations with music whether they have companions or not.
Research says every listener or person shares a pattern of
preference to particular music genres which re ects their
mood. However, that is not necessarily true as a person can
like or listen to a ‘sad’ song even if he is happy.

Musical creativity, melody, lyrics could be the elements that
attract listeners most but the elements together form a
musical ambiance that puts the deeper impact.
In the last year 2020, a journal published in the ‘Emotion’
provided some intricate study on depressive disorders along
with some old researches. It showed that there is a desire and
presence of music that re ects their mood. While nding the
answer of “why depressed people are drawn to melancholic
music?”, it provided two possible explanations.
The rst reason considered the musical and sonic qualities of
‘Sad Songs’ that helps to bust stress. Usually, these songs
consist of a mid or low-tempo musical arrangement that
evokes a calming sense in the listeners' minds. The second
possible reason is explained as ‘emotional inertia’. The term is
referred to a psychologically comforting situation where a
song mirrors the person’s

The contemporary analysis showed is asking
people to listen to peppy and upbeat music to
take a u-turn from their emotional turmoil. It
sounds quite absurd where in reality ambient
music therapy helps to stay calm and reduce
stress. It is not just music, but people tend to
put everything under the categories like,
‘positive’ and ‘negative’. But there is a grey
area of emotional aspects that consider
messy, contradictory, and oftenunexplainable feelings.
Music and other art forms do not just reduce
emotions but deepen and expand them with a
richer essence. It makes it possible to feel
good while brooding over sadness.
Mary Beth Oliver, a professor of media
studies at Penn State University said, “When
we watch something or listen to something
that undeniably does make us feel sad at
some level, it’s not like we’re only seeking to
feel sad.” She explained, “I think we’re trying
to have a greater insight into the bigger
questions — the purpose of life, or of human
virtue.” ‘Sad’ songs are not really sad but
‘meaningful’ and ‘poignant’ tracks that
convey the truth.
Philosopher Hegel wrote, true art “reveals to
consciousness the deepest interests of
humanity.” Music helps to expand our
perspective of life and one should listen to
whatever he likes that helps to deal with life.
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Jennifer
Lopez
celebrated
Mother's
Day by
serenading
her mother
with Neil
Diamond's
'Sweet
Caroline'
The ‘Vax Live: The Concert to
Reunite the World’ has been
enriched by Jennifer Lopez’s
awless performance. The
excitement has increased higher
as the singer brought her mother
to the Global Citizens’ Stage.
The pop star serenaded her
mother in a sentimental
performance and made ‘Vax Live’
even more invigorating for the
fans and followers.
The music enthusiasts and
frontline workers who have
joined the Saturday event at
Inglewood's SoFi Stadium were
fully vaccinated. The star-

studded event was hosted by
Selena Gomez.
Prince Harry along with Meghan
Markle, the Duchess of Sussex,
and many others served the
campaign chairs of the event.
Dazzling in a shimmery
jumpsuit, Lopez kick-started
the event with the live cover of
"Sweet Caroline" originally sung
by Neil Diamond. She
performed the track as a tribute
to her mother Guadalupe
Rodríguez.
The 51-year-old singer said,
"When I was thinking about
what song to sing tonight, I
remembered the song she
always used to sing to me when
I was a baby."
She further added, "So if you
would indulge me, I'd love to
sing that one tonight."
She said that COVID-19 is quite
devastating for her as well. Last
year, for the rst time in life

the artist could not spend
Christmas with her mother due to
the pandemic.
Lopez said, "We've been away too
long, but she's here with me
tonight, and she is vaccinated."
In the halfway of her performance,
the artist asked the musicians to
pause for a while and brought her
mother onstage.
The special moments revealed
that Rodríguez used to sing 'Sweet
Caroline' to her daughter as a
lullaby and used to change the
lyrics in ‘Sweet Jennifer’
intentionally.
Later on in the concert, the whole
family by generations, Rodríguez,
Jennifer, and Emme posed
together which was shared by J-Lo
on Instagram and made Mother’s
Day very special to everyone.
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/jlo/
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Upcoming Singer
his entire career. The track takes you on an
adventure, surprising you in every step with
its unpredictable build-ups and drops. He has
constructed a brilliant chord structure and
combined it with a steady progressive
arrangement defying the conventional rules
of music. His rebellious approach towards
music-making has separated him from the
crowd. It has led him to the top of the genre
making a permanent place in the hearts of the
audience.

ITALIAN ARTIST ALFREDO MAGRINI’S
RECENT SINGLE, ‘ONE MORE DAY’ FIRES
UP THE INTERNATIONAL CLUB SCENE
Internationally famed musician Alfredo Magrini pours his
heart out in the formation of versatile rhythms and killer audio
in his new song, ‘One More Day’.

Electronic dance music offers so much opportunity to
experiment with different styles and elements depending on
the mood of the creator. Seasoned EDM musician Alfredo
Magrini is bringing a new wave of incredible electronic
resonance backed by his unbound creativity and imagination.
He has recently released another masterpiece, ‘One More Day’
on major streaming platforms, pleasing his fans and the global
EDM community. The track features an internationally adored
rhythmic pattern with ample use of addictive audio samples,
establishing a grand acoustic symphony. It creates an
ambiance of total sonic satisfaction, taking the listeners to a
higher dimension.
The song mainly deals with house and future house melodies
that generates authentic reaction among the audience. Its
energetic rhythmic vibe incorporated with his creative
arrangement has given birth to the most perfect tonality of

Hailing from Roma, Italy, the multi-talented
musician has been an avid fan of the music of
all kinds. In time he chose electronic dance
music to be his medium of expression. He
had been exploring the different subgenres of
EDM and was highly attracted to trance,
house, future house, deep house, and
Afrohouse. With hard work and dedication,
he has been able to master these subgenres
and formed a soundscape that is
extraordinarily versatile. He has become
quite the sensation in the international club
scene with his power-packed and
breathtaking electro sounds and textures.
Working with the Spanish dance label, Blanco
y Negro, the proli c artist is dropping
powerful musical bombs on the listeners all
over the world. His latest creation, ‘One More
Day’ has created a ripple in the mainstream
music industry impressing the fans. Alfredo
Magrini has been supported by the US and
Australian radios, which have played his
songs on their channels. His previous singles,
‘Gladiator Original’, ‘PROMO Someday’
featuring Inaky Garcia, ‘BABY KEEP IT UP’
featuring D-LOW Alfredo & Inaky Remix,
‘Uplift me AMJ’, and more have earned his
wide recognition. Follow him on
SoundCloud, Spotify, YouTube, Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram for more updates.
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Music
and social message.
In 1970: This era saw the emergence of reggae, punk,
glam rock, and heavy metal. With Bee Gees recording
‘Saturday Night Fever’, the international dance
phenomenon ‘disco’ was born. Michael Jackson set the
trend of video promotion and soon, Madonna emerged
as the new pop icon with her skill to adapt to every
innovative trend.
In 1980: This was the era of Indie music and the decade
also saw the rst raves sound that is when the disco is
transformed into high energy dance melodies. From
the 80s, through the 1990s, to the early 21st century
several genres like rap, hip-hop, grunge, and new rock
came into existence.

Learn about the
history of pop music
and Michael Jackson
Pop is the abbreviation of popular and is simply
known as ‘pop’. It is contemporary style music and is
distinguished from other genres for its danceable
beat or rhythms, simple melodies, and repeating
pattern of the harmonies. The song’s lyrics are
mostly emotional, related to dancing or love.
Origin
The origin of pop goes back to the late 19th century
when pop was found in a variety of assorted musical
styles that included jazzy piano harmonies of
ragtime or a typical musical trend associated with
the late 19th century.
A brief history of Pop
In 1954: Elvis Presley fused country music with some
black rhythms and blue structure to create rock and
roll sound in ‘That’s All Right’. Soon enough, Elvis
became the rst teen icon to have made pop music a
youth element.
In 1960: This era was predominated by The Beatles,
from 1961 to 1970 who with their folk-rock sound
became mainstream. They were the rst ones to have
ever played in the Shea Stadium in New York. The
’60s was also the time when the concept of outdoor
concerts and music festivals came into existence.
Songs started having a more political

And, now Pop owns the global industry.
With years rolling, several artists have remarkably
established themselves as the face of pop. Irrespective
of age, ethnicity, and sex, the pop singers have wrapped
the audience with their melodious singing skills along
with breathtaking songwriting style and immersive
beats.
With new songs hitting the charts every other day, the
competition has become increasingly erce in the
music industry.
Michael Jackson
Michael Jackson counts his name amongst the largerthan-life pop music gures. He is one of the greatest
pop stars of all time who had hit the spotlight at the age
of 11 in 1969. And, at the end of the next decade, he
became the leading adult recording artist.
Born on August 29, 1958, Michael Joseph Jackson was
an American singer, songwriter, and dancer who
became the world’s biggest pop icon in the 1980s.
His career was in uenced by various rumors and other
criminal investigations but nothing could stop him
from shining through.
Some of his best creations are:
Billie Jean
Man in the Mirror
Black or White
You Are Not Alone
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